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Purpose 
If you are a small business or non-medical organization looking to reopen as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic you are likely facing an overwhelming process. The authors of this 
document have aggregated resources to use to assess the risk factors of your employees, 
the types of protective gear, also referred to as personal protective equipment (PPE), that 
would be appropriate given your work conditions, and how to develop your plan to 
manage the PPE you’ll need to protect your team.

The new normal post COVID-19 will require every business and organization to adopt new 
measures to protect their team members. This document represents an effort to simplify 
guidance from government health agencies in a more approachable format. It is produced 
for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, nor is it, legal or medical advice.

If you have any questions about any of the information in this document, or if you 
have other questions regarding actions you as an employer should take, then you should 
retain the services of an attorney or physician.

NOTE: The underlined text throughout this guide are click-able hyperlinks to external 
resources.
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Disclaimer
Neither the City of New York (“City”), nor any agency, officer, or employee of the City, nor 
Pensa, or SecondMuse, warrants the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of any information 
published in this document or website, nor endorses any content, viewpoints, products, or 
services linked from this document or website, and shall not be held liable for any losses 
caused by reliance on the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of such information. Portions of 
such information may be incorrect or not current. Any person or entity that relies on any 
information obtained from this document or website does so at his or her own risk.

Given the rapidly changing situation regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, there may 
be omissions or inaccuracies in this document. As a result, employers should 
frequently check guidance from the appropriate regulatory agency, private or public. Any 
actions you take (or do not take) will solely be your decision and responsibility and in no 
event will the authors of this document be liable for any decision or action taken in reliance 
on this document.
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Types of PPE
In this section, we will review the different kinds of 
personal protective equipment (PPE). This will include 
the description of the equipment along with its core 
purpose and use settings. All descriptions of the 
efficacy of PPE require that the wearer knows how to 
wear it properly.

Section 01
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Masks

Fabric (re-usable) Masks: Similar to surgical masks, a cloth face covering may 
not protect the wearer, but it helps prevent the wearer from spreading the virus 
to others. Most medical advice recommends that one uses a three-ply fabric 
mask for better protection.

Surgical Masks: Surgical masks provide barrier protection against droplets 
including large respiratory particles.
• Most surgical masks do not effectively filter small particles from the air and 

do not prevent leakage around the edge of the mask when the user inhales.
• They DO prevent bodily fluids from entering (or leaving) the body.
• Although they are not designed to protect lungs from aerosolized 

pathogens, surgical masks are recommended to help prevent the wearer 
from spreading pathogens like the coronavirus.

Types of PPE 02 03 04 05
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Masks

Alternative NIOSH Approved Mask: Much like other industries, 
respirators/masks have different approval sources and names for each country 
they are manufactured in.
• KN95 respirator masks are similar to N95 masks and rated to capture 95% of 

tiny particles.
• Other: N99; N100; R95; R99; R100; P95; P99, AND P100; ½ mask with 

appropriate filters; power air supplied (PAPR), and Supplied Air

Respirator Masks: A surgical N95 respirator is a NIOSH- and FDA-approved 
N95 respirator surgical mask. An N95 means the mask has been rated to filter at 
least 95 percent of airborne particles it encounters.
• This product is intended for medical situations, or situations where the 

employee is unable to keep social distance and will interact with potential 
exposed individuals (e.g. temperature checks).

Types of PPE 02 03 04 05
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Why & How do Masks Work?

Credit: Marcel Salathé & Nicky Case

Types of PPE 02 03 04 05

https://ncase.me/covid-19/
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Shields & Guards

Sneeze Guards: A sneeze guard or shield is a physical barrier that is used to 
protect people to maintain cleanliness in workspaces and public spaces.

Face Shields: Face shields come in various forms, but all provide a clear 
plastic barrier that covers the face to protect portals of viral entry and appear 
to significantly reduce the amount of inhalation exposure.
• For optimal protection, the shield should extend below the chin 

anteriorly, to the ears laterally, and there should be no exposed gap 
between the forehead and the shield’s headpiece.

• Face shields can be reused indefinitely and are easily cleaned with soap 
and water, or common household disinfectants.

• Face shields provide an excellent additional barrier to protect the wearer 
from getting sick from airborne droplets. For jobs that require interaction 
with the general public, a face shield combined with a face mask is 
effective at protecting your employee.

@Pensa

Types of PPE 02 03 04 05

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2765525
https://pensa.co/work/covid-19
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Other Wearable PPE
Gloves: Gloves can act as a protective barrier 

to prevent the possible transmission of 

diseases. For the general public, CDC 

recommends wearing gloves when you are 

cleaning or caring for someone who is sick. In 

most other situations, like running errands, 

wearing gloves is not necessary.

• Gloves are generally not recommended for 

non-medical jobs but may be important for 

positions that require holding or sharing 

products and/or equipment with the 

general public.

• Gloves can complicate efforts to contain 

the spread of the virus and may even 

promote spreading of the virus. Therefore 

training how to use gloves properly is 

essential in the current pandemic 

environment (see slide 26).

Vinyl

Latex

Nitrile

Gowns: Gowns can protect the wearer from 

spread of infection or illness if the wearer 

encounters a potentially infectious liquid and 

solid material.

• Disposable (single-use) isolation gowns are 

designed to be discarded after a single use 

and are typically constructed of nonwoven 

materials alone or in combination with 

materials including various forms of 

synthetic fibers.

• Reusable (multi-use) gowns are laundered 

after each use. Reusable isolation gowns 

are typically made of tightly woven cotton, 

polyester, or polyester/cotton blends. 

Reusable garments generally can be used 

for 50 or more washing and drying cycles.

• Gowns are not recommended for most 

non-medical and non-mortuary related 

jobs.

NOTE: gloves and gowns are generally not recommended for 
non-medical and non-mortuary jobs.

Types of PPE 02 03 04 05
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Determining Risk Level
In this section, we will review the methods used to 
decide what PPE to use for which levels of work & 
exposure risk. How do you decide what PPE to use for 
your employees? First, you need to determine what level 
of risk your employees have to exposure to COVID-19 
during their workday. This may vary among employees 
depending on their jobs/roles. OSHA says that jobs of 
non-medical businesses usually (except for morgue and 
mortuary) fall into two categories: Lower Exposure Risk & 
Medium Exposure Risk.

Section 02
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< 6 ft

Exposure Risk Scale
01 Determining Risk Level 03 04 05

Lower Risk Medium Risk High Risk

? ?> 6 ft

Infrequent interaction Frequent interaction

• Mask Required

• Face Shield Recommended

• Gloves Recommended

PPE

Healthcare and 
medical 
professionals in 
close contact with 
COVID-19 patients

Mortuary 
professionals in 
close contact with 
COVID-19 patients 
and families

NOTE: most non-medical, 
non-mortuary professionals 
do not fall into the High Risk
category.

• Mask Required

PPE

Schools, high-volume retail settings, 
high-density workplaces, etc.

Industry Examples
Office environments, manufacturing 
facilities, etc.

Industry Examples
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Lower Exposure Risk

Resource: OSHA 3390-03 2020 pgs. 18-20
NY Forward Offices Interim Guidance

Lower exposure risk jobs are those that do not require contact with people 
known to be, or suspected of being, infected with SARS-CoV-2 nor frequent 
close contact with (i.e., within 6 feet of) the general public. Workers in this 
category have minimal occupational contact with the public and other 
coworkers (e.g. office environments, manufacturing facilities).

In low to medium levels of exposure, any form of face mask/covering is 
beneficial because it will help to contain any potential pathogens from the 
wearer, therefore preventing inadvertent spread to others. Providing your 
employees with face masks is a must and is required by NYS.

Required PPE:
Mask

01 Determining Risk Level 03 04 05

https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/offices-interim-guidance.pdf
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Medium Exposure Risk

Resource: OSHA 3390-03 2020 pgs. 18-20
NY Forward Offices Interim Guidance

Medium Exposure Risk Medium exposure risk jobs include those that require 
frequent and/or close contact with (i.e., within 6 feet of) people who may be 
infected with SARS-CoV-2, but who are not known or suspected COVID-19 
patients. In areas without ongoing community transmission, workers in this 
risk group may have frequent contact with travelers who may return from 
international locations with widespread COVID-19 transmission. In areas 
where there is ongoing community transmission, workers in this category 
may have contact with the general public (e.g. schools, high-population-
density work environments, some high-volume retail settings).

For medium levels of exposure, PPE should include some, if not all, of these:
face masks, face shields and gloves.

Recommended PPE:
Mask

Gloves

Face Shield

01 Determining Risk Level 03 04 05

https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/offices-interim-guidance.pdf
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Evaluation & Preparation
Not all employees will encounter the same level of risk – it 
depends on the nature of their position. The more frequent 
contact they have with the public, the higher the risk of 
exposure. To keep risk low throughout the day, it is essential 
to maintain social distancing inside your company and avoid 
crowded public places.

The CDC’s Hierarchy of Control pyramid, tailored to COVID-
19 and shown left, demonstrates the many factors involved in 
mitigating risk of illness and injury. We are focusing on PPE in 
this guide, but there are many other resources that focus on 
the aspects beyond PPE, such as “Back To Work Safely.”

In all work environments, it is also important to have an Emergency Kit prepared in case someone 
should discover they are ill during the workday. It should include:
• n95 or kn95 masks for the sick person and anyone assisting
• Gloves
• An action plan to isolate the employee until they can be safely transported to a healthcare facility

01 Determining Risk Level 03 04 05

https://www.backtoworksafely.org/
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Burn Rate &
Sourcing
In this section, we will review burn rate options and 
how washable masks compare to disposable masks 
from a financial perspective.

Section 03
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Employees should wear a 
clean/new mask every day of 
work.

The comparison to the right 
illustrates how to calculate the total 
projected cost of re-usable vs. 
disposable face masks for your 
employees.

In this example, a store owner has 
40 employees, but only 25 work in 
the store on any given day (some 
are part-time). Each employee will 
use their same mask for the full 
workday and then will need to 
throw away or launder, then use a 
new/clean mask the next time they 
report to work.

Wash fabric masks after each use. It is 

recommended to supply employees 

with one washable mask per day of 

their workweek.

40 employees, 5 days/week

$10/mask x 5 masks/week x 40 

employees = $2,000 in washable 

fabric masks per YEAR

Most of fabric masks should not need 

to be thrown out and replaced for 

about 50 washings or approx. 1 year. 

Read the care instructions prior to 

purchasing to be sure.

Disposable masks must be thrown away 

and replaced at least once during a 

workday. It is recommended to supply at 

least one disposable mask for each 

employee present per day of work.

25 employees/day = 25 masks/day

$2/mask x 25 masks/day x 7 days/week 

= $350/week x 52 weeks = $18,200 in 

disposable surgical masks per YEAR

Disposable n95 respiratory masks are 

more expensive at $4/mask. See 

calculation above at $4/mask. 

$700/week or $36,400/year.

Washable Masks 
$10.00/mask

Disposable Masks
$2-4/mask

PPE Burn Rate Comparison
01 02 Burn Rate & Sourcing 04 05
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• Purchase 5-7 masks for each employee and purchase the 
same number of paper bags (one for each individual 
mask).

• Label both n95 and paper bag with initials and with day of 
the week - one for each day they work.

• Store used n95 in the appropriate paper bag, use again 
the following week.

• CDC says that you can cycle a n95 this way for a maximum 
of 5 cycles.

Each N95 mask should be stored in a 

labeled paper bag for 5+ days before 

reusing. Each mask can be worn only 5 

times, and then must be thrown away.

Using the scenario from Page 18 and 

CDC re-use guidance:

$4/n95 + $0.50/paper bag = $4.50 x 5 

days/week x 40 employees = $900 every 

5 weeks = $180/week x 52 weeks = 

$9,360 per YEAR (min.)

5-week Re-use of N95 
$4.00/mask

Extending Life of Disposable N95 Masks
In the case that n95/kn95 mask supplies run short, employers might consider issuing each employee 
enough masks so that they can safely reuse a previously worn mask 5 days after its prior use (according to CDC 
guidance the virus is able to survive for up to 72 hours on certain surfaces).

NOTE: See Pages 23-25 for storage and care guidelines for 
reusing n95. 

01 02 Burn Rate & Sourcing 04 05

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirators-strategy/index.html
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The City of New York will distribute more than 4 million face coverings citywide to small businesses and 
their employees as we move toward reopening the local economy. To get these resources to you and 
your employees, the NYC Department of Small Business Services and NYC Department of Consumer 
and Worker Protection are working with business-serving partner organizations throughout the five 
boroughs.

If you would like to purchase additional masks or other non-medical Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE), the City has compiled a list of non-medical PPE manufacturers and suppliers. These companies 
are not endorsed by the City of New York. Please visit the MaiiC marketplace site.

Options on Sourcing PPE
01 02 Burn Rate & Sourcing 04 05

http://www.nyc.gov/facecoverings
https://www.ny.gov/forward
http://www.nyc.gov/sbs
http://www.nyc.gov/workers
https://maiic.nyc/reopening-supplies/
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PPE Care & Wear
In this section, we will review best practices for using, 
maintaining, and replacing PPE.

Section 04
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Using masks properly takes a little bit of getting used to, but it is essential in mitigating the 
spread of COVID-19. That said, there are realities that must be addressed, including how to 
safely put on ("don") and take off ("doff") masks so that you can replace a used or dirty mask, 
or so that you can eat or drink. Also keep in mind that after touch your mask, you should 
immediately wash your hands.

Masks, and all forms of PPE, are only effective if used properly.

Day-to-Day Use of Masks

DON’T leave your 
nose exposed

DON’T allow gaps 
on the sides of your 
mask

DON’T lower your 
mask to rest around 
your neck

DON’T leave 
your chin 
uncovered

DON’T cover 
only part of 
your nose

DO completely cover 
your mouth, nose & 
chin

01 02 03 PPE Care & Wear 05

Credit: Hollister Breslin 

https://www.journalinquirer.com/connecticut_and_region/it-s-vital-to-wear-a-mask-properly-governor-expected-to-issue-executive-order-on/article_bed5eaea-80b0-11ea-befd-97c7dc9ed8ac.html
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Eating and Mask Removal
Masks may be removed in order to eat or in approved no-mask areas. To do so safely:

1. Clean hands with soap and water or an alcohol-based hand sanitizer before and after 
touching or adjusting the mask. Make sure to be careful not to touch your eyes, nose, 
and mouth when removing and wash hands immediately after removing.

2. Remove the mask either by releasing the ear loops simultaneously or by untying the 
neck tie followed by the upper tie and pulling away from your face and body. Do not 
remove by grasping the front of the mask. 

3. Your mask should be carefully folded so that the outer surface (outward facing, 
potentially contaminated side) is held inward and against itself to reduce contact with 
the outer surface during storage. 

4. Once you have finished eating, replace your mask, and wash your hands.

NOTE: These instructions are based on CDC guidance for extended use of masks and the best 
available scientific evidence and are subject to change based on their data or new findings.

01 02 03 PPE Care & Wear 05
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Re-use Guidance for Masks: In order to extend 
surgical masks or n95/kn95 masks, employers 
might consider issuing each employee enough 
masks so that they can safely re-use a previously 
worn mask after 5 days of its prior use (according to 
CDC guidance the virus is able to survive for up to 
72 hours on certain surfaces).

No matter what, when entering the work premise 
employees must perform hand hygiene before 
putting on their new or stored mask. These types of 
masks can each be re-worn up to 5 times.

Care and Replacement of PPE

Replace masks after Week 5…REPEAT

For Fabric Masks: Wash the masks after each use or develop a similar system to that described 
above by providing a mask for each work shift. And then, at the end of the work week instruct your 
employee to wash their fabric masks at home following the guidance for washing.

01 02 03 PPE Care & Wear 05

Employee X uses a different mask each day of the week…
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Resource Extended use of Face Masks.docx

Storage Guidance: The folded mask or face covering should be stored 
between uses in a clean paper bag. The storage bags should be disposed of 
and replaced every 5 workdays in a designated trash receptacle away from other 
trash. You should write your name and the date issued on your bag. Also, write 
your name on the edge of the mask itself (taking care not to damage the front). 
Make sure to allow the top of the bag to remain slightly open to allow in air. You 
should only store your bags in a designated container provided by your 
employer. Make sure your bag is organized to prevent masks from falling out 
and becoming contaminated.

Care and Replacement of PPE
01 02 03 PPE Care & Wear 05

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vry4b4ylkb0_RAskxkgQxyOxyukpVoWL/view
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Resource Extended use of Face Masks.docx

Cleaning Options: Keeping your mask clean is important. This can be achieved by not 
wearing makeup under your mask, and by not touching your mask because it will lead to 
soiling. If your mask has been exposed to a known COVID-19 carrier, immediately dispose 
of the mask when in a safe area. For surgical or kn95/n95 types of masks, typically they are 
meant to be used only once. However, the CDC has issued guidance that these types of 
masks can be used up to 5 times per mask, by following the re-use guidance detailed on 
Pages 18 and 23. After 5 occasions of re-wear, the disposable mask must be thrown out.

For fabric coverings, there are several ways to safely clean the covering. It is recommended 
to wash them by either hand or by washing machine. If by hand, using hot water and 
detergent is important. If washing your mask by machine it should be washed at a high 
temperature. For drying, either use the highest setting in your dryer or air dry in the sun 
until the mask is fully dry.

Care and Replacement of PPE
01 02 03 PPE Care & Wear 05

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vry4b4ylkb0_RAskxkgQxyOxyukpVoWL/view
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/how-to-wash-cloth-face-coverings.html
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Using Gloves as PPE
To Put on Gloves:

1. Thoroughly wash hands.

2. Select the appropriately sized gloves.

3. Hold with one hand and insert the other. When the base of your thumb 

reaches the cuff of the glove begin to spread fingers and insert hand into 

glove.

4. Pull glove cuff towards wrist to cover as much skin as possible and secure 

glove.

5. Check to make sure there are no holes or tears.

6. Repeat steps 3-5 for your other hand.

To Remove Gloves:

1. Pinch one glove at the wrist.

2. Remove glove by pulling away from your body.

3. Continue holding the glove you just removed in your gloved hand. Slide a 

few fingers of your bare hand inside the cuff of the glove you are still 

wearing.

4. Pulling away from your body, peel off the second glove, turning it inside 

out and leaving the first glove wrapped inside as you remove it.

5. Dispose of gloves safely and wash your hands before touching any other 

surfaces.

01 02 03 PPE Care & Wear 05

https://www.meritech.com/blog/step-by-step-handwashing-guide
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Educating Staff
In this section, we review the importance of properly 
educating your staff in order to ensure compliance. 
Printable assets and posters from the CDC are also 
included for use within your establishment.

Section 05
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Policy Supports Use: PPE is only one aspect of protecting employees from COVID19. It is 
important to continually check-in with your employees, not only about PPE but about the other 
ways in which you are working to limit their exposure through environmental ("engineering") 
controls and administrative policy and practices (see Hierarchy of Controls pyramid on Page 15).
Be sure to frequently check guidance from the appropriate regulatory agency, private or public.

Refer to OSHA and CDC guidelines regularly to keep up with changes and be sure to 
communicate any new practices or policies to your employees.

Educating Your Staff To Ensure Compliance
01 02 03 04 Educating Staff
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Printable CDC Assets & Posters

COVID Related Assets:
• COVID-19: Prevent the Spread Poster (PDF)
• COVID-19: Social Distance Poster (PDF)
• Wash Your Hands Poster for Adults (PDF)

PPE Related Assets:
• PPE: How to remove gloves (PDF)
• PPE: PPE Sequence (PDF)

Beyond supplying staff with PPE, you should educate your employees on why utilizing PPE and 
following other COVID-19 precautions is important in protecting themselves, co-workers, and 
customers/clients. Additionally, here are some printable CDC resources, which you can post 
around your premises to remind employees of best practices:

01 02 03 04 Educating Staff

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww1.nyc.gov%2Fassets%2Fdoh%2Fdownloads%2Fpdf%2Fimm%2Fcovid-19-prevent-spread-poster.pdf&data=02%7C01%7CJRhoades%40sbs.nyc.gov%7C0506ac3deb614942edc908d80a65cb78%7C32f56fc75f814e22a95b15da66513bef%7C0%7C0%7C637270780474311103&sdata=ey3732D9nIswus8Z9DtFHqdxiS9u745aiCQ5on4N2HI%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww1.nyc.gov%2Fassets%2Fdoh%2Fdownloads%2Fpdf%2Fimm%2Fcovid-19-social-distance-poster.pdf&data=02%7C01%7CJRhoades%40sbs.nyc.gov%7C0506ac3deb614942edc908d80a65cb78%7C32f56fc75f814e22a95b15da66513bef%7C0%7C0%7C637270780474311103&sdata=0vIn2SD2r1%2FEjhaOM3KrGWhtFgSh%2BT3rFvye8drwYhg%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww1.nyc.gov%2Fassets%2Fdoh%2Fdownloads%2Fpdf%2Fcd%2Fcd-adult-handwash-poster.pdf&data=02%7C01%7CJRhoades%40sbs.nyc.gov%7C0506ac3deb614942edc908d80a65cb78%7C32f56fc75f814e22a95b15da66513bef%7C0%7C0%7C637270780474321061&sdata=eLEjw9oOYOYsiCnFBllgVgrGqB%2By2o2Pnpv4WPyZnGk%3D&reserved=0
https://www.cdc.gov/vhf/ebola/pdf/poster-how-to-remove-gloves.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/hai/pdfs/ppe/ppe-sequence.pdf
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Final Disclaimer
Neither the City of New York (“City”), nor any agency, officer, or employee of the City, nor 
Pensa, or Second Muse, warrants the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of any information 
published in this document or website, nor endorses any content, viewpoints, products, or 
services linked from this document or website, and shall not be held liable for any losses 
caused by reliance on the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of such information. Portions of 
such information may be incorrect or not current. Any person or entity that relies on any 
information obtained from this document or website does so at his or her own risk.

This document is only guidance that assumes that encounters with a person suffering from 
COVID-19 is possible but should be extremely limited. (In the event that COVID is 
confirmed on site - refer to New York State and OSHA guidance.)

It is important to remember that PPE is only one aspect of protecting employees from 
COVID19 and that employers should look at environmental (“engineering”) controls, and 
also administrative policy and practices to limit exposure to staff. (see OSHA and CDC 
guidelines).
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